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Welcome to IACA's Summer Academy!

Opening ceremony of the 2018 Summer Academy
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welcome word
Dear participants,
A very warm welcome to Laxenburg and to IACA ’s ninth
annual International Summer Academy - a global classroom
of anti-corruption and compliance professionals where
“Practice meets Science”.
This year we are proud to welcome participants from 35
countries around the world.
Our interdisciplinary programme will have you rethinking
fight against corruption and compliance from day one.
You will discuss various topics such as: fighting systematic
corruption, the impact of emerging technologies, reflection
on judiciary corruption, addressing corruption in migration,
and many more.
You will learn from global experts including chief justice,
chief compliance officers of multinational companies,
distinguished academics and senior officials from the United
Nations, International Organization for Migration, and
national governments.
There will be time to socialize and to explore Laxenburg and
other parts of beautiful Austria.
In addition, you have a great opportunity to network with
fellow participants, IACA alumni and staff.
At the end of this programme, you will join our network of
more than 1,700 alumni in 161 countries and jurisdictions.
So I hope this Summer Academy is just the first step in your
successful journey with IACA.
I look forward to meeting you in person and, on behalf of
the whole IACA team, wish you a fruitful and stimulating
Summer Academy!

Christiane Pohn-Hufnagl
Officer-in-Charge

programme 2019
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opening ceremony

Opening ceremony of the 2018 Summer Academy
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saturday, 29.06.2019

Introduction and good governance
Eduardo Vetere
Dr. Eduardo Vetere is the former Chairman of the Board of Governors of the
International Anti-Corruption Academy (IACA) and, since 2012, member of this Board.
Since October 2006, he has been Vice President of the International Association of
Anti-Corruption Authorities (IAACA). Dr. Vetere is one of the Founding Members of
the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) Anti-Corruption Academic
Initiative (ACAD). Having worked as a Research Officer at the UN Crime and Justice
Research Institute (1969 - 1975) and as a Senior Programme Officer with the UN Fund
for Drug Abuse Control (1984 - 1987), he headed the UN Crime Prevention and Criminal
Justice Programme (1987 - 1997), which is now an integral part of the UNODC. He
was the first Director of the UN International Crime Prevention Centre (1997 - 2002)
and Director of the Division for Treaty Affairs of UNODC (2003 - 2005). Dr. Vetere
served as Executive Secretary of the Eighth, Ninth, and Eleventh UN Congresses on
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice. He received his doctorate in law/jurisprudence at
the University of Rome, specialized in criminal law and criminology at the Universities
of Cambridge and Rome.

The Summer Academy Syllabus
The Summer Academy syllabus is devised to introduce participants to the core issues and themes that IACA considers
central to understanding the causes and consequences of corruption. The syllabus is also intended to provide
participants with an awareness of corruption’s persistence and the continuing efforts necessary to address it. This
year IACA has again drawn together an exceptional range of speakers, reflecting academic, policy, and practitioner
perspectives and using a range of delivery methods. The context for the Summer Academy is set through participants’
own experiences, as well as through teambuilding and other approaches. The eight-day programme covers a range of
themes before concluding with global perspectives on addressing corruption.
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BO Rothstein
Bo Rothstein holds the August Röhss Chair in Political Science at University of
Gothenburg, Sweden, where he is co-founder and was the head of the Quality of
Government (QoG) Institute (2004 - 2015). In 2016 and 2017, he served as Professor of
Government and Public Policy and Professorial Fellow of Nuffield College at University
of Oxford and has been a Visiting Fellow at Cornell, Harvard, and Stanford. He is the
author of several books, including the recent ones: "Making Sense of Corruption"
(Cambridge University Press 2017), "The Quality of Government: Corruption, Inequality
and Social Trust in International Perspective" (University of Chicago Press 2011) and coedited the volume "Good Government: The Relevance of Political Science" (Edward Elgar
2012). Since 2012, he has been a member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences.

Fighting Systemic Corruption: The Indirect Strategy
The discussion of how to define and measure corruption has been going on for a long time. One way to handle this
problem is to try to define what would be the opposite of corruption. This strategy seeks to specify what we mean
by “quality of government” and sets out to define the basic norm for public office. Empirical research indicates
that one main effect of corruption is destruction of the level of social trust (aka social capital). While the problem
is nowadays high on the agenda both in research and from many policy organizations, the results from most anticorruption programmes have not been very impressive. This is due to misunderstandings of the basic nature of the
problem. The first is the view that democratization in itself will work as cure against corruption. The second is that
corruption should be understood in economic terms and that it can be cured by changing economic incentives. The
third misunderstanding is that corruption should be seen as a cultural problem.

programme 2019
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saturday, 29.06.2019

TEAMBUILDING
KARIN KÜBLBÖCK
Karin Küblböck is an economist at the Austrian Foundation for Development Research,
with a research focus, among others, on international economic governance issues. She has
longstanding expertise in organizing and facilitating workshops and conferences, in process
design and innovative facilitation methods. In addition, she is a mediator and has expertise
in non-violent communication. She is founding member of cokon - “conferences that unfold
potential”.

Judith Stemerdink-Herret
Judith Stemerdink-Herret is a freelance consultant, trainer and facilitator with special
focus on humanitarian and development aid. She managed finance, human resources, grants
and projects for different International NGOs globally and worked in Côte d’Ivoire, Uganda,
Austria, and Kenya in the last twelve years. She holds a Master of Business Administration
and was heading management positions in the private industry in Austria.
During the last years, she has discovered her passion for capacity building and facilitation to
empower people finding their own inner wisdom and courage to tackle complex situations
of today. Ms. Stemerdink-Herret uses mainly the methods and philosophy of "Art of
Hosting" to “host and harvest meaningful conversations that matter”. As Steward of "Art
of Hosting", she organized and hosted workshops and conferences in Kenya and Malawi.
She is an active member of the International Association for Facilitators (IAF) in Africa and
promotes professional facilitation that increases participatory leadership. The core belief is
that everybody has a right and responsibility to create her/his own life.
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teambuilding

The teambuilding session aims to establish a feeling
of community within the group and to build a
foundation for reflective learning and experience
sharing during the Summer Academy.
We offer activities that help the group in getting to
know each other, to open up, build trust, and reflect
their
individual
and joint goals. We will also discuss
programme
2019

which conditions support fruitful and productive
learning within a group and how this can be put into
practice. One outcome of the teambuilding session
will be joint principles for collective learning that
will contribute to successful collaboration during
the Summer Academy.
11

sunday, 30.06.2019

Legislative Frameworks in the International Sphere
tim steele
Tim Steele is currently serving as a Senior Adviser, Anti-Corruption for the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC). In practical terms this means he provides
technical and policy advice on combatting and preventing corruption to Governments
specifically based around the implementation of the United Nations Convention against
Corruption (UNCAC). In the last three years, he has increasingly focused on developing
and providing advice to prevent corruption based on the risk assessment methodologies
he learnt while working as a forensic accountant in the private sector. A significant
element of his recent work has focused on the nexus between corruption and wildlife
crime, including forestry and fisheries. In the last four years, Tim has worked closely with
Wildlife Management Agencies in Kenya, Tanzania, and Botswana and with fisheries
agencies in Namibia and a group of South East Asian Countries. He is acknowledged
as UNODC’s leading expert on corruption linked to wildlife, forestry and fisheries
crime. Overall, Tim has nearly 30 years of relevant experience split equally between the
public and the private sector. He has spent periods as an embedded adviser with the
anti-corruption authorities of Zambia and Kenya, worked as a regional adviser in both
Eastern and Southern Africa and has Headquarters level experience in DFID, the World
Bank, and UNODC.

Overview, Achievements, and Challenges of UNCAC Review MechaniSM
Tim Steele will begin with a brief overview of the United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) and then
discuss the Implementation Review Mechanism of the Convention, focusing on its process, progress, and prospects.
He will also address the impact that the Mechanism has had since its establishment.
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drago KOS
Drago Kos is the Chair of the OECD Working Group on Bribery in International
Business Transactions and a member of the Advisory Board of the Regional Hub of Civil
Service, Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan. He was previously the International Commissioner and
occasional Chair of the Joint Independent Anti-Corruption Monitoring and Evaluation
Committee (MEC) in Afghanistan. Between 2003 and 2011 he was Chairman of the
Council of Europe’s Group of States against Corruption (GRECO). From 2004 to 2010 he
was the first Chairman of the Commission for the Prevention of Corruption in Slovenia.
He has also served as Deputy Director of the Slovenian Police and as a member of the
Council of Europe’s Group of Specialists on Organized Crime.

Anti-Bribery Convention and Liability
of Legal Persons

Prevention of Corruption in the Public
Sector

After a short presentation on the requirements of
liability of legal persons as set by the OECD Convention
against Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International
Business Transactions and OECD Recommendation for
Further Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials
in International Business Transactions, the lecture
will continue with a description of the latest practical
developments of national legislations in this area. With
the aim to underline the importance of companies' selfengagement in the prevention of corruption, significant
amount of time will be devoted to positive incentives
and mitigating circumstances for companies undertaking
meaningful measures for the prevention of their bribery
offences. Presentation on the most important features of
international bribery cases, also involving legal persons,
will conclude this session.

Presentation on the basic elements of the public
sector integrity will serve as an introduction into an
interactive discussion on individual requirements of the
UN Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) related
to the public sector. As the most important features of
the prevention of corruption in the public sector, anticorruption policies and anti-corruption bodies will
be discussed in details, with the analysis of practical
consequences of different regimes in different countries.
Special emphasis will also be given to the importance of
merit-based recruitment and promotion and of relevant
codes of conduct in the public sector. Corruption risk
assessment and management tools will be described
at the end with the aim to assist participants in the
identification and prioritisation of corruption risks
endangering their offices and in planning corresponding
measures for (re)gaining the control over corruption.

Prevention of Corruption in the Private Sector
After a short analysis of UNCAC provisions on the prevention of private sector corruption, participants will be invited
to participate in a debate on the relation between the private sector's integrity and its effectiveness and efficiency.
In order to prove economic benefits of the private sector self-engagement in the fight against corruption, companies'
and countries' related economic and social consequences of corruption will be presented. As the most important
element of the relation between the public and private sector while fighting corruption, the issue of mutual trust
will be discussed extensively in a way which will enable participants to learn how to achieve the highest possible
level of trust in their respective organisations. This session will end with a short overview on the efforts of business
associations to ensure better motivation for companies enhancing their integrity.
programme 2019
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monday, 01.07.2019

open source investigation
paul myers
Paul Myers has a career in computing and internet research and development that
dates back to 1978. He joined the BBC in 1995 as an information researcher. As the
internet grew in significance, Paul was able to blend his technical knowledge with the
realities of his work in journalism. As a result, he was able to devise unique, innovative
strategies that have led countless researchers to evidence they would never have
otherwise found. His ideas continue to shape the way professionals conduct online
research and investigation. Mr. Myers currently heads up BBC Academy's Investigation
Support project. This sees him work within programme teams, solving issues related to
investigation, whilst sharing vital new skills with those he works with. He has worked
with leading BBC programmes like Panorama, Watchdog, Inside Out, BBC News, BBC
Online, local and national radio and the BBC World Service. Aside from his consultancy
work, Mr. Myers regularly delivers training in all the essential areas of digital and
investigative work, from social media investigation to digital photography. He has also
trained personnel from groups as diverse as the UN, The Guardian Newspaper, KPMG,
The Financial Times, Channel 4, CNN, and the World Bank.

Internet Manhunt! - How to Find and Investigate People Using the Internet?
Mr. Myers will demonstrate how advanced Google and social media search techniques can be deployed to identify
and investigate people of interest. Participants will learn how to collate unique identifying factors and will be shown
powerful people research tools and obscure website analysis techniques. They will also see how online relationship
analysis can prove links between people of interest.
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monday, 01.07.2019

DANUBE REGION/WACHAU EXCURSIOn
The afternoon of Monday, 1 July, will be devoted to exploring the picturesque Wachau region, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. The tour will begin with a stop at the Stift Melk, a Benedictine abbey
above the town of Melk. A boat ride on the Danube will then take participants to the ancient town
of Dürnstein. The day will conclude with dinner in a traditional Austrian “heuriger”.
13:30 	Departure from IACA campus, Laxenburg to Melk
15:00
Stift Melk group picture
16:25
Boat trip to Dürnstein
18:30 	Dinner at Alter Klosterkeller, Dürnstein
20:00 	End of dinner - return to Vienna
programme
2019 at Star Inn, Vienna
21:30 	Arrival
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tuesday, 02.07.2019

Syndromes of Corruption
Mushtaq Khan
Prof. Mushtaq Khan is a Professor of Economics at SOAS, University of London. He
holds a first class degree in Philosophy, Politics and Economics from Oxford and a PhD
in Economics from Cambridge. His research interests are in institutional economics,
where he has done innovative work in many spheres relating to corruption. Mr. Khan
is a member of the Committee of Experts on Public Administration at the UN, and a
member of the Panel of Experts on Policy Implementation at the World Bank.

Relationship between Politics, Governance, and Corruption
Countries with high levels of corruption also tend to have a weak rule of law and low levels of political accountability.
It is therefore not surprising that anti-corruption strategies have often sought to strengthen the rule of law and
improve political accountability. Taken together, these strategies are often described as "good governance" reform.
Unfortunately, the attempt to institutionalize good governance in developing and emerging countries has not been
easy. There are very good reasons why this has been difficult, and it is now increasingly clear that a rule of law and
accountable politics are hard to establish in countries at early stages of development. The evidence suggests that
developing countries typically have "rule by law", where rules are enforced, but not equally enforced on everybody.
The powerful, in particular, can often violate rules with impunity. Countries that make the transition to a rule of law
do so through a more complex process: they first achieve "developmental governance" and only if that is successful
and if political conditions allow the gradual empowerment of more and more segments of the population do they
successfully make a transition to a rule of law. The implications of these observations for anti-corruption strategies
are discussed in the next lecture.

Corruption and Economic Development
Developing and emerging countries tend to have high levels of corruption but some of them perform much better
than others. Successful developing countries are able to achieve development despite high overall levels of corruption
and are able to develop diversified economies. The most successful eventually make a transition to a rule of law
and political accountability. How are they able to do this and what are the implications for anti-corruption in poorly
performing developing and emerging countries? I argue that the evidence suggests that developing countries have
many different types of corruption that simultaneously affect them, and some types of corruption are much more
damaging for economic development than others. Successful developing countries evolve mechanisms to limit the
most damaging types of corruption, even if they are not necessarily able to limit all types of corruption at early
stages of development. This has enormous implications for the design of feasible and high-impact anti-corruption
strategies. The lecture will make the case for anti-corruption strategies that design feasible anti-corruption strategies
that address specific developmental problems and that can achieve significant development impact even in adverse
contexts.
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wednesday, 03.07.2019

Media, Compliance, and Emerging Technologies
Anthony Mills
Anthony Mills spent almost ten years in Beirut, Lebanon, as a correspondent for CNN,
Deutsche Welle, and other news outlets before joining International Press Institute (IPI)
as Press Freedom and Communications Manager. As journalist, he covered numerous
events, such as: the assassination of the former Lebanese Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri
(2005), the Israel-Hezbollah war (2006), and the brief takeover by Hezbollah-led gunmen
of most of West Beirut (2008). As a political and media specialist on Lebanon, Syria, and
the broader Middle East, as well as on the media’s role in the fight against corruption, he
is in charge of IPI’s press freedom and communications strategies, content and projects.
He holds a Bachelor degree in International Relations, with a focus on the Middle East,
from Brown University, United States, and a Master degree in International Journalism,
from City University, London, United Kingdom.

Those Journalists! Friend or Foe in the Fight against Corruption?
Journalists are not always loved. They make mistakes. They can be irritating, insistent, even bothersome. Some are
even corrupt. Public and private sector actors in the fight against corruption often eye them with caution, even
mistrust. And yet the Fourth Estate plays a vital role in that very fight, from giving a voice to whistleblowers, and
the oft powerless victims of corruption, to revealing information and indeed evidence that is subsequently used by
investigators and prosecutors to secure convictions in corruption cases. This lecture will examine the ambiguous
relationship between journalists and other key players in the anti-corruption efforts, by elaborating on the watchdog
role of a free media in democracies that seek accountability for acts of corruption, identifying commonalities as
well as points of tension between the aims of journalists and those of other professionals driving anti-corruption
dynamics, and outlining communication strategies that maximise the potential benefits of interaction with the media
on corruption stories.

programme 2019
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wednesday, 03.07.2019

Media, Compliance, and Emerging Technologies
Sabine Zindera
Sabine Zindera is the Vice President and heads Siemens´ global Collective Action activities. In
this role, she also manages Siemens' relationships with international and non-governmental
organizations around the world. Since 2009, she has headed the Siemens Integrity Initiative.
With more than US$ 100 million, the initiative supports organizations and projects that fight
corruption and fraud. Since 2011, Sabine Zindera has been engaged in the B20 Task Force
on Anti-Corruption. Ms. Zindera is a frequent speaker and published author on the topic
of “Collective Action” and introduced the global strategic stakeholder mapping process. In
2012 and 2013 she was a member of faculty at the University of California, Berkeley, Center
for Executive Education at the Haas School of Business. She has been involved in the global
procurement of components and OEM products and has set up and supported joint ventures
with subsequent M&A transactions in Europe, America and Asia. Ms. Zindera was a founder
member of Siemens Venture Capital, and held the post of Vice President.

Shawn Teixeira
Shawn Teixeira is the Director Collective Action, Siemens Legal and Compliance. He
has a Siemens background in Business Administration and has held various Business
Administration and Financial Management positions in South Africa. From 2007 to 2010 he
headed the Internal Audit function in Siemens South Africa. Since his appointment in 2010
as Compliance Officer responsible for Africa and South Africa, Mr. Teixeira has focused his
career on Compliance. In this role he actively promoted Collective Action in Africa, spoke at
several conferences and supported Siemens Integrity Initiative Projects in Africa as Project
Relationship Manager. More recently, he headed the international Compliance Case Handling
organization based in Munich. With 27 years of experience, Mr. Teixeira joined the Collective
Action team at Siemens AG, Legal and Compliance in December 2015 and is now responsible
for the management of Siemens Integrity Initiative projects.

The Siemens Compliance System and What We All Can Do to Drive Fair Market
Conditions
The lecture will touch upon compliance at Siemens, overall trends in corporate compliance, and recent developments
from a corporate point of view with a special focus on Collective Action, which builds alliances against corruption
with various stakeholders to promote clean markets. At Siemens the issue of compliance - the strict adherence to all
laws, regulations, and our internal guidelines, in particular the Siemens Business Conduct Guidelines - is the basis for
all our decisions. Compliance is not a program, it is the way we conduct business. “Only clean business is Siemens
business”. The basis for building an effective compliance system is the Compliance Risk Assessment. The Siemens
Compliance System is divided into three action levels: prevent, detect, and respond. Besides company-wide efforts to
implement compliance policies in daily business, the training of employees, and constant communication on integrity
by the company’s business leaders, Siemens is committed to investigating possible misconduct and taking disciplinary
measures in case of violations. Within the wider sphere of influence, Siemens is engaged in various multi-stakeholder
initiatives aimed at jointly combating corruption in the markets where Siemens conducts business. In addition, the
lecture will describe the anti-corruption agenda of the B20 process as Siemens has been deeply involved into this
multi-stakeholder activity over many years.
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Yung Sang Lee
Yung Sang Lee is a partner in the Dispute Resolution Group at Yulchon. A graduate
of Seoul National University and Georgetown University School of Law (LL.M.), he
completed his training at the Judicial Research and Training Institute in 2000. He served
as a prosecutor at the Ministry of Justice and various prosecutors’ offices, specializing
in corporate criminal law, foreign criminal law and International dispute resolution. Mr.
Lee served as the director of the Criminal Intelligence Office at the Supreme Prosecutors’
Office, and also as the lead prosecutor of the Special Investigation Division of Seoul
Central Prosecutors’ Office, prior to leaving the prosecution to join Yulchon in 2018.

Evolving Landscape of Anti-Corruption Enforcement in korea: Impact on the
Public and Private Sectors
In this lecture, Mr. Lee will try to bring a certain historical perspective on anti-corruption enforcement changes, from
a developing to a developed economy and from a more centralized to a fully democratic political system. Mr. Lee
will examine the interplay between international initiatives and domestic anti-corruption enforcements, focusing on
real and palpable changes taking shape in domestic practice. He will also briefly discuss how companies are adopting
in this changing landscape. Mr. Lee will draw from his more than 15 years of high-level enforcement practice, and
provide actual cases highlighting the success as well as the remaining challenges.

programme 2019
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wednesday, 03.07.2019

ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION

Emerging Technologies
moderator

Anthony
Mills

Andreas
Freitag
Senior Manager
and Blockchain
Hub Vienna Lead,
Accenture

Correspondent
FRANCE 24

Today’s technologies are developing rapidly and it is not
easy for anti-corruption and compliance professionals
to keep up with the latest trends and understand how
these could be applied in their everyday work settings
in order to combat corruption, fraud, and cybercrime.
The results of many researches strongly support
the positive impacts of emerging technologies on
identifying and reducing corruption. In addition, the
emergence of technological tools and applications can
lead the increased transparency in organizations which
results in helping corruption detection and prevention.
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The round-table discussion will focus on how emerging
technologies can be applied in the fight against
corruption. In particular, the panelists will share their
experience on the use of new technologies and systems
including Blockchain among others to combating fraud
and prevent corruption. Real cases and examples will
be presented and some of the shortcomings in current
approaches will be discussed as well with participants.

Summer Academy 2019
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Steven David
Brown

Daniel
Durango

Expert on integrity,
criminal intelligence,
electronic evidence,
and computer-based
crime

Audit Manager, Office
of Internal Audit, United
Nations World Food
Programme (WFP)
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thursday, 04.07.2019

Ethics and Fight against Corruption in the Judiciary
Beth Haddock
Beth Haddock is a Managing Partner of Warburton Advisers and is committed to
delivering sustainable governance and compliance services to boards, CEOs and
compliance management at leading multinational corporations, technology companies,
and impact investing firms. Ms. Haddock and her team leverage a counter-intuitive
approach that protects clients while imbedding behavioral incentives that deliver
bottom-line results. Ms. Haddock draws on more than two decades in the trenches,
and as CCO, at some of the world's leading financial services companies, most notably,
AXA, Brown Brothers Harriman, and Guggenheim. Ms. Haddock is also the author of
"Triple Bottom-line Compliance: How to Deliver Protection, Productivity and Impact"
and she hosts the podcast “What’s Ethical”. Ms. Haddock also enjoys teaching Ethics
and Compliance in the Global Organization as an adjunct professor, speaking in the
United States and abroad on ethics and compliance topics and serving as Trustee and
Corporate Secretary for the Brooklyn Music School and MUSE Academy Boards.

Compliance Reimagined: Why Influential Triple Bottom-Line Leaders Should
Replace the Status Quo?
In this lecture, Ms. Haddock will cover the thesis that it is time to reimagine the role of compliance and anticorruption programmes as sustainable governance by leveraging the mega trends in impact and ESG investing and
financial technology (Fintech) advancements. She will define what it means to deliver a sustainable Triple-Bottom
Line compliance™ programme and present tools to help compliance officers be more influential and effective by
quantifying a return on investment (Compliance ROI™). The tools leverage behavioral economic theories to rebrand
anti-corruption and compliance programmes as a competitive advantage by meeting regulatory requirements to
protect the company, clients and the markets but also helping the company increase productivity and impact by
increasing engagement with “friends of compliance” (FOCs), value matrices and new behavioral incentives.
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Willy Mutunga
Willy Mutunga is a lawyer and a student of other disciplines. He holds a LL.B degree
(1971) and LL.M degree (1974) with the University of Dar es Salaam. He received his
Doctor of Jurisprudence in 1992 with Osgoode Law School, University of York, Canada.
He taught law at the Faculty of Law in the University of Nairobi (1974 - 1982). He worked
in the human rights, social justice, and constitution-making movements in Kenya and
East Africa until 2004, when he joined the Ford Foundation (2004 - 2011). Mr. Mutunga
was Chief Justice and President of the Supreme Court of Kenya (2011 - 2016). Recently,
he has served as the Secretary-General of the Commonwealth special envoy to the
Maldives and a distinguished scholar-in-residence at Fordham Law School’s Leitner
Center for International Law and Justice. Mr. Mutunga has published two first author
books, eight co-author books, 39 scholarly articles, and 44 unpublished lectures and
papers read at various conferences. Through these writings, his trajectory of activism for
social reform is reflected.

Reflections on Fighting Corruption in the Judiciary
In this lecture, Mr. Mutunga will focus on the theoretical and practical implications of fighting corruption under
what have been called transformative constitutions. Kenya’s 2010 Constitution is an example of these constitutions.
It has a vision for fighting corruption. In testing the implementation of this vision, Mr. Mutunga will reflect on the
judicial reforms still taking place in the Judiciary, the gains they have made, and the challenges that are still being
faced. Ultimately, Mr. Mutunga’s conclusion is that the fight against corruption is fundamentally political. Political
leaderships are critical in the outcome of such fights or wars against corruption. So are the citizens of each country
who are the basis of the people’s war on corruption in which the political leaderships could invariably be part of the
enemy. Mr. Mutunga’s lecture will be based on a published article on “Human Rights States and Societies under
Transformative Constitutionalism: A Reflection from Kenya”.

programme 2019
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friday, 05.07.2019

Migration, Political Will, and corruption
Amr Taha
Amr Taha is a Senior Regional Liaison and Policy Officer, International Organization
for Migration (IOM) Regional Office for South-Eastern Europe, Eastern Europe and
Central Asia, Vienna, Austria. Previously, he was the Head of the IOM Mission to Egypt
(2013 - 2017) supporting the government on numerous migration policies, legislations,
and programmes that curb irregular migration and harness the migration potential for
economic development, IOM’s Field Coordinator for Transition and Recovery programmes
(2011 - 2013), and Emergency Coordinator (2010 - 2011) in IOM’s Mission to Yemen. Mr.
Taha was also the Human Security and Stabilization Officer in IOM Bosnia-Herzegovina
(2008 - 2010), Emergency and Post-Crisis Officer in IOM headquarters (2005 - 2006),
Project Manager in the area of Assisted Voluntary Return and Reintegration in IOM
Mission in Afghanistan (2003 - 2004), and Community Development Specialist in
Kosovo (2001 - 2003). Concurrently, he led several assignments in Bahrain, Bangladesh,
Jordan, Lebanon, occupied Palestinian territories, Sudan, amongst others. Prior to
joining IOM in 2000 in Kosovo, Mr. Taha served with the UN in the occupied Palestinian
territories; he also served with numerous NGOs predominantly in the migration field.
He contributed to several publications and delivered lectures at many universities. He
graduated in 1996 from John Cabot American University in Rome, Italy, with a degree
in Political Science, and completing a post-graduate Diploma in Migration and Refugee
Studies from the American University in Cairo.

ADRESSING CORRUPTION IN THE CONTEXT OF MIGRATION
Migration is one of the mega-trends of our times. While the percentage of international migration hovers around
3%, their absolute number now exceed 258 million, mirroring global demographic growth. This provides states and
migrants with opportunities for development, but at times posing challenges in terms of migration management.
The New York Declaration launched the process towards the adoption of two compacts, one on refugees, and one
for safe, orderly and regular migration. For migration to take place in a safe, orderly and dignified manner, the right
conditions need to be created for states as well as migrants. One of those conditions is to ensure corruption-free
migration processes. During this lecture, he will explore specific thematic areas related to migration, and explore the
impact of corruption in border management, human trafficking and migrant smuggling, labour migration, migrant
health, the mobility aspects of crisis and humanitarian relief, and ways in which the different forms of corruption can
be addressed or prevented.
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Abu Kassim bin Mohamed
Abu Kassim bin Mohamed is a visiting expert at IACA and former member of the
Academy’s Board of Governors. He is Director-General of the National Centre for
Governance, Integrity and Anti-Corruption of Malaysia. Previously, he was the Chief
Commissioner of the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission (MACC) and has been an
anti-corruption practitioner since 1984, holding prominent positions in the Interpol
Group of Experts on Corruption (IGEC) and the International Association of AntiCorruption Authorities (IAACA). He has a Bachelor in Social Science from Malaysia
Science University, Penang, and a Master’s in Criminal Justice from Michigan State
University.

Global Perspective: How to Make Anti-Corruption Agencies Survive?
We have seen in many countries where the anti-corruption agencies (ACA) were disbanded especially when the
government changes. Survival of an anti-corruption agency does not solely depend on the "political will" of the
government but the proper establishment of the agency. It is important that the anti-corruption agency be established
through the grand law of the country - Constitution or if not at least through a legislation. The agency shall gain the
support of the public by conducting the functions independently, transparently, and with professionalism to remain
relevant. A strong legislation addressing the establishment and powers are the key for a sustainable anti-corruption
agency.

Regional Perspective: Transforming Anti-corruption agencies to Cope with
Challenges and Real Case Examples
Every anti-corruption agency establishment need to face challenges to remain relevant and sustainability. ACA
should change according to the development of new normal including technological advancement, techniques, and
creativity in tactical know how to succeed in achieving high success rate to gain the continuous support of the public.
Complacency, selective investigation, political inclination, and lack of resources are the keys for a failed ACA. An
agency that being led by a head with high integrity, accountability, and high management skill ensures survival in the
volatile environment. Hence, it is very crucial for an ACA to portray independency, transparency, and professionalism
with the head or chief professing high management skill, integrity, and accountability to gain the public support for
continuity in remaining as a relevant agency.
programme 2019
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Summer Academy
2019

friday
28.06.2019

Saturday
29.06.2019

Sunday
30.06.2019

Monday
01.07.2019

Topic
of the Day

Introduction and Good
Governance

Legal Frameworks in the
International Sphere

Open Source Investigation

08:00 - 08:30

Welcome Coffee &
Registration

Welcome Coffee &
Registration

Welcome Coffee &
Registration

Overview, Achievements
and Challenges of UNCAC
Review Mechanism
Tim Steele

Internet Manhunt! - How to Find and
Investigate People Using the Internet?
Paul Myers

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

10:30 - 12:00

Fighting Systemic Corruption:
The Indirect Strategy
Bo Rothstein

Anti-Bribery Convention and
Liability of Legal Persons
Drago Kos

Internet Manhunt! - How to Find and
Investigate People Using the Internet?
Paul Myers

12:00 - 13:30

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

13:30 - 15:00

Fighting Systemic Corruption:
The Indirect Strategy
Bo Rothstein

Prevention of Corruption
in the Public Sector
Drago Kos

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Teambuilding
Judith Stemerdink-Herret
and Karin Küblböck

Prevention of Corruption
in the Public Sector
Drago Kos

Free time

Free time

Organizational
Information

10:00 - 10:30

Arrival

08:30 - 10:00

Registration
at the Hotel
(12:00 - 16:00)

15:00 - 15:30

15:30 - 17:00

17:00 - 18:00

Shuttle Bus:
Hotel - IACA
(16:30 Departure)

International Efforts
to Curb Corruption
Eduardo Vetere

Registration at
the Academy

18:00 - 19:00

19:00 - 21:30
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Opening
Ceremony and
Welcome
Reception

Excursion
Danube Region/Wachau
including Dinner

Summer Academy 2019

Tuesday
02.07.2019

Wednesday
03.07.2019

Thursday
04.07.2019

Friday
05.07.2019

Syndromes of Corruption

Media, Compliance, and
Emerging Technologies

Ethics and Fight against
Corruption in the Judiciary

Migration, Political Will, and
Corruption

Welcome Coffee &
Registration

Welcome Coffee &
Registration

Welcome Coffee &
Registration

Relationship between Politics,
Governance, and Corruption
Mushtaq Khan

Those Journalists! Friend or Foe in
the Fight against Corruption?
Anthony Mills

Compliance Reimagined: Why Influential
Triple Bottom-Line Leaders Should
Replace the Status Quo
Beth Haddock

Shuttle Bus:
Hotel - IACA
(09:30 Departure)

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Relationship between Politics,
Governance, and Corruption
Mushtaq Khan

The Siemens Compliance System
and What We All Can Do
to Drive Fair Market Conditions
Sabine Zindera and
Shawn Teixeira

Compliance Reimagined: Why Influential
Triple Bottom-Line Leaders Should
Replace the Status Quo
Beth Haddock

Addressing Corruption
in the Context of Migration
Amr Taha

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Corruption and
Economic Development
Mushtaq Khan

Evolving Landscape of
Anti-Corruption
Enforcement in Korea: Impact on
the Public and Private Sectors
Yung Sang Lee

Reflections on Fighting Corruption
in the Judiciary
Willy Mutunga

Global Perspective:
How to Make Anti-Corruption
Agencies Survive?
Abu Kassim bin Mohamed

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Coffee Break

Corruption and
Economic Development
Mushtaq Khan

Evolving Landscape of
Anti-Corruption
Enforcement in Korea: Impact on
the Public and Private Sectors
Yung Sang Lee

Reflections on Fighting Corruption
in the Judiciary
Willy Mutunga

Regional Perspective:
Transforming ACA to Cope
with Changes
and Real Case Examples
Abu Kassim bin Mohamed

Dinner

Break

Closing Ceremony Awarding of Certificates

Farewell Dinner

Departure

Free time

Round-Table Discussion:
Emerging Technologies
(18:20 - 20:50)

Departure (21:20)

programme 2019
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participants

participants from 35 countries and jurisdictions

Canada
United States

5%
28%

25 %
Brazil
Mexico
Peru
Participants
by sector

20%

28

12 %
7%
3%

Summer Academy 2019

61%

Austria
Azerbaijan

39%

Belgium
Bulgaria
Denmark
Georgia
Germany

Participants
by gender

Hungary
Italy
Lithuania
Poland
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Afghanistan
Australia
Bangladesh
Burkina Faso
Ethiopia
Kenya
Madagascar
Malawi

India
Iran
Malaysia
Nepal

Somalia
Tanzania
Uganda
Zambia

programme 2019
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About IACA
The International Anti-Corruption Academy (IACA) is the
first global institution of its kind, dedicated to overcoming
shortcomings in knowledge and practice in the field
of anti-corruption and compliance and empowering
professionals for the challenges of tomorrow.
The Academy delivers and facilitates anti-corruption and
compliance training for practitioners from all sectors of
society and provides technical assistance to stakeholders
seeking to strengthen their anti-corruption regimes. It
offers standardized and tailor-made trainings, academic
degree programmes, opportunities for dialogue
and networking, and anti-corruption think-tank and
benchmarking activities.
The organization was initiated by the United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), INTERPOL, the
European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF), the Republic of

Austria, and other stakeholders. It became an international
organization on 8 March 2011 and currently has a
constituency of 78 Parties, including four international
organizations. It is an observer to the United Nations
General Assembly, the UN Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC), the Council of Europe’s Group of States against
Corruption (GRECO), and the International Organization
for Migration (IOM), and has been explicitly welcomed by
an array of international resolutions.
IACA observes geographical and cultural diversity
and seeks broad partnerships with public and private
sector institutions, international and non-governmental
organizations, as well as civil society. It draws on
an unwavering drive towards excellence, a spirit of
innovation, and a commitment to rendering itself
accessible to individuals from all parts of the globe.

CAMPUS
The Summer Academy takes place at IACA’s campus in
Laxenburg, a small town near to the Austrian capital
Vienna. Once upon a time, Laxenburg was frequented
by the Austrian imperial court and served as a summer
residence for generations of aristocrats. It still offers an
atmospheric glimpse into that era as well as a conducive
learning environment for today’s anti-corruption and
compliance professionals.
The town has an old imperial castle, parts of which
date back to the 13th century, with vast gardens and a
picturesque lake. It also boasts a number of palaces, an
old railway station, and plenty of greenery for recreation
and relaxation. IACA is housed in the 17th century Palais
Kaunitz Wittgenstein.
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Legend has it that Mozart’s symphonies once echoed
through its chambers. The historic building has passed
through the hands of many aristocrats and served as a
military hospital, girls’ school, and community centre
before finally passing to IACA.
In 2010, the building was renovated by the government
of Lower Austria and transformed into a modern facility,
with its ancient charm preserved. Today, it features
seminar rooms of different sizes and a ceremonial hall,
which was once a ballroom, providing ample space for
trainings, conferences, and other events.

IACA’s 7th Assembly of Parties, Vienna, Austria, 27 - 28 September 2018

Graduation of the Master in Anti-Corruption Studies Class of 2016 - 2018, 7 December 2018

programme 2019
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IACA Alumni Reunion 2018

Summer Academy 2018

IACA Alumni Reunion 2018
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IACA Alumni Association
IACA’s alumni association currently includes
over 1,700 anti-corruption and compliance
professionals from 161 countries and
jurisdictions. They have completed an
academic degree programme, open training, or
tailor-made training at IACA, or a conference,
workshop, or seminar in which IACA has
been involved thematically, as appropriate.
The purpose of the association is to foster a
lifelong professional and personal connection
between IACA and its alumni. The academy
publishes a quarterly magazine, IACAlumnus,
which includes articles written by alumni and
offers a platform to exchange best practices
and latest developments in their respective
areas of work. We are looking forward to your
contributions!

In addition, the annual IACA alumni reunion
takes place in Laxenburg during the first
week of July to coincide with the Summer
Academy. The two-day programme gives
alumni the possibility to network on-site
with other former students and participants,
to benefit from interactive discussions with
specially chosen lecturers, and to extend their
professional connections through networking
with current Summer Academy participants.
Under the IACA Discount Scheme for Parties
and Alumni, the registered IACA Alumni
receive benefits for IACA trainings and/or
academic programmes.

Contact
write
email:
LINKEDIN
group
visit
us on:

programme 2019

alumni@iaca.int

IACAlumni
alumni.iaca.int
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BUS PLAN / Summer AcADEMY 2019

DATE

TIME

Friday, 28 June 2019

16:30

Star Inn Hotel, Gerhard-Bronner-Strasse 5, 1100 Vienna - IACA

20:00

IACA - Star Inn Hotel

07:30

Star Inn Hotel - IACA

17:00

IACA - Star Inn Hotel

07:30

Star inn Hotel - IACA

17:00

IACA - Star Inn Hotel

07:30

Star Inn Hotel - IACA

13:30

Danube Region/Wachau

21:30

Danube Region/Wachau - Star Inn Hotel

07:30

Star Inn Hotel - IACA

17:00

IACA - Star Inn Hotel

07:30

Star Inn Hotel - IACA

21:20

IACA - Star Inn Hotel

07:30

Star Inn Hotel - IACA

17:30

IACA - Restaurant Stefanie, Taborstrasse 12, 1020 Vienna

09:30

Star Inn Hotel - IACA

18:00

Star Inn Hotel

Saturday, 29 June 2019

Sunday, 30 June 2019

Monday, 1 July 2019

Tuesday, 2 July 2019

Wednesday, 3 July 2019

Thursday, 4 July 2019

Friday, 5 July 2019
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Emergency contact numbers
Summer Academy Duty Phone:

+43 681 8493 3954

Fire Department
Police
Emergency Medical Services
Principal Emergency Number (EU-wide)
Emergency medical services in case of poisoning

122
133
144
112
+43 1406 4343

Download the
IACA Mobile App
The best way to stay connected with us.

ANDROID and IOS

Scan this code & download the app on your phone

TAXI CENTER MÖDLING GmbH

ME Limosinenservice

2340 Mödling, Fabriksgasse 8/4
+43 2236 / 25 000

+43 664 8825 1661

office@taxicenter-moedling.at

office@taxi2600.at

Please also consult the IACA House Rules, including information regarding emergency procedures.
programme 2019
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